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FIXED POINT STRUCTURES

BY

T. B. MUENZENBERGER(l) AND R. E. SMITHSON

ABSTRACT.  A fixed point structure is a triple (X, ?, J) where X is a set,

9 a collection of subsets of   X, and ¡f a family of multifunctions on X into it-

self together with a set of axioms which insure that each member of Ï  has a

fixed point. A fixed point structure for noncontinuous multifunctions on semi-

trees is established that encompasses fixed point theorems of Wallace-Ward

and Young-Smithson as well as new fixed point theorems for partially ordered

sets and closed stars in real vector spaces. Also two other fixed point struc-

tures are presented that subsume fixed point theorems of Tarski-Ward-Smithson

on semilattices and, more generally, partially ordered sets. Also the Davis-Ward

converse to this last fixed point theorem is obtained.

1. Introduction. In 1941 A. D. Wallace [l6] proved a fixed point theorem for

upper semicontinuous multifunctions on trees. Then Capel and Strother [3] gave

a new proof of Wallace's theorem which utilized the inherent partial order structure

of trees. In [17] L. E. Ward studied this partial order, and in [20] he used order

theoretic techniques to characterize the fixed point property for upper semicontin-

uous, continuum-valued multifunctions on arcwise connected metric continua. Then

in [12] Smithson generalized the fixed point theorem of Ward anda theorem of Young

[22] on certain arcwise connected acyclic topological spaces to a class of multi-

functions which did not satisfy any of the classical continuity properties. Using

the ideas and techniques of the last paper as motivation, a fixed point theory based

on a set of axioms is developed in this paper.

The remainder of this section will be devoted to the basic definitions used in

the sequel. In §2 the axioms on J  will be given and the basic properties of the

structure (X, j ) developed. In §3 the axioms on J   will be given and some proper-

ties of the structure  (X, j , j) presented. In §4 the main fixed point theorem will

be proved, and in §5 examples of some fixed point structures which have nearly

all of the above results as corollaries will be given. We shall also give an example

of a fixed point structure in a topological vector space which has a fixed point
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theorem analogous to the Kakutani theorem [6] as a corollary. Finally, several

alternate fixed point structures will be given in §6.

A multifunction F: X —♦ Y is a point to set correspondence on X into Y with

F(x) 4 0 for all x £ X, where 0 denotes the empty set. If P represents a property,

then F is point P in case Fix) has property P for all x e X. Now F is said to

be upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) if and only if F~ (A) = {x £ X: F(x) C\ A 4 0\ is

closed for each closed A C Y; also, F is said to be lower semicontinuous (l.s.c.)

if and only if F     (V) is open for each open V C Y. Further, F is continuum-valued

in case F(x) is a continuum for all x € X. A connected multifunction is one which

preserves connected sets. A monotone multifunction F: X —► Y has the property

that F~ (y) is connected for each y £ Y. Finally, F: X —» X has a fixed point in

case there is an x e X such that x £ F(x). By a fixed point structure we mean a

triple (X, J , j) where X is a nonempty set, J   is a nonempty collection of subsets

of X, and J  is a nonempty family of multifunctions on X into X together with a

set of axioms on J   and a set of axioms on J which imply that each F £ J has a

fixed point. For the sake of brevity we shall refer to the triple (X, J, j) as the

fixed point structure. We shall use this notation in succeeding sections.

2. The axioms on J. In this section we present the axioms on f and derive

the basic properties of (X, j) which result from these axioms. After an axiom has

been given, it shall be assumed to hold. However, in some cases where only some

of the axioms are needed, these will be specified.

Axiom 1. For all x, y £ X, there exists a P £ J   such that x, y € P.

Axiom 2. If 04 90 C ?, then  0 ?0 = 0 or f! ?0 e ?•

Lemma 2.1. For all x, y £ X there exists a unique minimal (under inclusion)

element of J   that contains x, y.

Proof. Set 9Q = \P £ j : x, y e P]. By Axiom 1, £Pn is nonempty, and by Axiom 2,

M?,, £j. Thus   n^Q is the required minimal element of J.

The minimal element containing x, y is denoted by [x, y] and is called the

chain ¿ti X with endpoints x, y. We define (x, y] = [x, y]\ixj = [y, x) and (x, y) =

[x, y]\ix, y\. Note that [x, y] = [y, x].

Corollary 2.2.  The set X does not contain two distinct chains with the same

endpoints.

Corollary 2.2 says that X is acyclic or that X contains no circles when

Axioms 1 and 2 hold.

Axiom 3. For all P £ 5* there exists a unique pair x, y £ X such that

P = [x, y].

Axiom 3 says that every element of J   is a chain, and thus J   consists of the

chains in X.
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Definition. A subset A C X is chainable if and only if for all x, y e A, lx, y] C A.

The property of being chainable is fundamental to the development of the

fixed point structure. Note that X itself is chainable. The proof of Lemma 2.3

is routine and is omitted.

Lemma 2.3. The intersection of chainable sets is chainable.

Lemma 2.4. If z e (x, y), then lx, y]\izl is not chainable.

Proof. Since x, y £ lx, y]\¡z| and lx, y] </. lx, y]\iz|, [x, y]\|z, is not chainable.

Remark. Lemma 2.4 is not fundamental to the development of the theory, but

it does show that there is a close connection between the notions of chains and

arcs. In this context see the remark following Lemma 2.8.

Axiom 4. The union of two chainable sets with nonempty intersection is chainable.

Axiom 5. If J0 C j   is nested, then there exists a P £ J  such that   U^q C P.

Axiom 5 turns out to be of great importance in the development of fixed point

structures. It is a form of completeness or compactness, and is an adaptation of

the condition used by Young in [22].

Definition. Fix a point e £ X and define a relation < by: x < y if and only

if x £ le, y]. If x < y and x ¿ y, write x < y.

Axiom 6.   For all x, y £ X with x < y, there exists a z £ X such that x < z < y.

Axiom 6 could be rephrased in terms of chains as follows: If x ¿ y, then

lx, y] contains at least three points. (See the remark following Lemma 2.19.)

The above six axioms are the axioms that we assume on the pair (X, j).

Examples have been found which show that these six axioms are independent.

These examples appear in [8].

For the remainder of this section, we shall study the triple   (X, J, <) where

< is the relation defined above with the point e fixed, and we assume that all six

axioms hold.

Lemma 2.5. If x e X, then lx, x] = ¡xl.

Proof. If y £ lx, x] then by Axiom 2, [x, y] n lx, x] € ÍP. Thus by Lemma 2.1,

lx, y] = lx, x]. Hence, y = x by Axiom 3. Thus [x, x] = |xl.

Lemma 2.6. If z e lx, y], then lx, z] C [x, y].

Proof. Apply Axiom 2 and Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 2.7. The relation < is a partial order.

Proof. Since x e le, x], < is reflexive. If x < y and y < x, then [e, x] =

le, y] by Lemma 2.6, and so x = y by Axiom 3. Now let x < y and y <z. Then

x e le, y], but le, y] C le, z]. So x £ le, z], and x < z.
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Note that e is the unique least element for the partial order <. In the following

we shall use the notation L(x) = iy £ X: y < x\ and zM(x) = \y e X: x < y\.

The triple (X, j , <) is called a semitree and has many interesting properties.

In addition to the properties of semitrees cited here, a number of other properties

will be given in other papers.

If x < y, we write [x, y] rather than [y, x] and we call [x, y] an ordered

chain (see Corollary 2.14). If x and y are not comparable, then [x, y] is called

an unordered chain.

Lemma 2.8. For all x, y e X, [x, y] is chainable.

Proof. This follows from Axiom 2 and Lemma 2.1.

We could also prove that [x, y), (x, y] and (x, y) ate all chainable in contrast

to Lemma 2.4.

Corollary 2.9. TAe following statements hold: (i) For each x £ X, L(x) is

chainable. (ii) For all x, y £ X with x < y, [x, y] C L(y). (iii) If x <y, then

[e, x] C [e, y].

Proof. Since L(x) = [e, x], statement (i) follows from Lemma 2.8, and (i)

implies (ii) and (iii).

Lemma 2.10. // x <y, then L(y) = L(x) u [x. yl.

Proof. By Lemma 2.8 and Axiom 4, L(x) U [x, y] is chainable. Then, since

e, y £ L(x) U [x, y], L(y) C L(x) U [x, y]. Further, x < y implies L(x) C L(y) and

[x, y] C L(y) by Corollary 2.9. Thus L(x) U [x, y] C L(y) and the lemma follows.

Corollary 2.11. If x<y, then [x, y] C M(x).

Proof. If z £ [x, y], then x £ L(z) by Lemma 2.10, and so z £ M(x).

Corollary 2.12. // x < y, then L(x) n [x, y] = Ixj and L(y)\L(x) - (x, y].

Proof. That L(x) O [x, y] = ixj follows from Corollary 2.11 since < is a par-

tial order. The second statement follows from L(x) O zVf(x) • ix! and Corollary 2.11.

Lemma 2.13. For each x £ X, L(x) is totally ordered by <.

Proof. Let y, y   £ L(x) with y 4 y'. By Lemma 2.10, L(x) = L(y) U [y, x].

Thus y   £ L(y) or y   £ [y, x]. If y' £ L(y), y' < y. So assume y   £ [y, x]. Then

by Corollary 2.11, [y, x] C M(y). Thus y <y' and the lemma follows.

Corollary 2.14. If x <y, then [x, y] is totally ordered.

Proof. By Lemma 2.10, [x, y] C L(y), and each subset of a totally ordered set

is totally ordered.

For x, y £ X, we define x A y = sup(L(x) n L(y)). It is easy to prove that
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x Ay exists for each x, y £ X. As a consequence, the pair (X, <) is a semilattice.

Lemma 2.15. For each pair x, y £ X, x A y exists.

Proof. Let x, y £ X. Then L(x) C\ L(y) e 9 (by Axiom 2), and so L(x) O

L(y) - la, b] lot a.unique pair a, b. By Lemma 2.13, la, b] is totally ordered.

Thus assume that a < b. Now e £ [a, è] and [a, è] C M(a) by Corollary 2.11. Thus

a = e. Next note that L(x) O L(y) = [e, è] = L(b). Thus è is the supremum of

L(x) O L(y), and hence, x l\ y = b.

Corollary 2.16. For all x, y e X, L(x) O L(y) = L(x A y).

Remark. While (X, <) is a semilattice, it will be a lattice only if it is totally

ordered. For if x, y £ X are not comparable, then x and y do not even have an

upper bound. (This follows from Lemma 2.13 and the definition of <.)

Lemma 2.17. // x<y, then lx, y] = L(y) D Mix).

Proof. By Lemma 2.10 and Corollary 2.11, [x, y] C Liy) O zM(x). Now let

z e Liy) O Mix). Then x < z < y. If x = z we are done, so suppose that x < z.

Then, since Liy) = L(x) u lx, y]> z e lx, y], and so Liy) D Mix) C [x, y].

Corollary 2.18. // x <y <z, then lx, y] U [y, z] = [x, z].

Proof. Since x < y < z,

lx, y] U ly, z] = iMix) n L(y)) U iMiy) D Liz))

= (M(x) U (Al(y) n LU))) O (L(y) U iMiy) D Liz)))

= Mix)r,Liz)=lx. z].

Lemma 2.19. For all x, y £ X, (i) [x, y] = lx A y, x] U [x A y, y], (ii) U A

y» y] O [x A y, x] = [x A y| and (iii) z'/ x, y are not comparable, then no p e

(x A y, x] is comparable to any a £ (x A y» y].

Proof. First we show (i) holds. By Axiom 4, [x A y» x] U lx A y» y] is chain-

able, and hence, [x, y] C [x A y, x] U [x A y» y]. Next note that if   x f\y elx, y],

then both [x A y, x] and [x A y» y] are contained in [x, y], and we are done.

Thus there is an a £ ix A y> x] and a 2> £ (x A y, y] such that lx A y, x] n lx, y]

= la, x], lx A y, y] n [x, y] = lb, y] and  [a, x] U [f>, y] = [x, y]. Then [a, b] C

[x, y]. But la, i]c[»A y» a] U [x A y» è] also, and so [a, b] ■ [a, ¿I. Now pick

a" such that x A y < d < a. By an argument analogous to the one just completed,

Id, b] = {d, b\. But now la, b] U Id, b] is chainable and equals fa, b, d\; thus

Id, a] = la", ai which contradicts Axiom 6 since d < a, and (i) follows.

Next if z £ [x A y, x] D [x A y> y]» then z £ L(x) O Liy) and thus z = x A y»

and (ii) follows. Finally, if p £ (x A y, x] is comparable to a £ (x A y, y], then
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either p or q is an element of [x A y, x] n [x A y, y] which contradicts (¡i).

Thus (iii) follows.

Remark. The proof of part (i) of Lemma 2.19 shows that the remark following

Axiom 6 gives a statement equivalent to Axiom 6.

Lemma 2.20. For all x £ X, M(x) is chainable.

Proof. Let x., x, £ Mix). By Corollary 2.11, [x, x,] and [x, x,] are contained

in Mix), and [x, x.] U [x, xA is chainable by Axiom 4. Thus M(x) is chainable.

The next result is not needed explicitly in the proof of the main theorem. How-

ever, it does contain some fundamental properties of the partial order and does

depend on all six axioms. In particular the significance of Axiom 5 is shown in

the role it plays in proving the existence of maximal elements.

Definition. A ray in X with endpoint e is the union of a maximal nest of

chains which have e as a common endpoint.

Theorem 2.21.  In a semitree ÍX, j, <) the following hold: (i) Every ray in X

with endpoint e is a chain in X with one endpoint e. (ii) For each a £ X, there

exists a maximal element xQ £ X such that a < x0. (iii) An element x of X is

maximal if and only if [e, x] is a ray.

Proof. Let R be a ray in X and let M be the maximal nest of chains such

that R = U 3H. Then by Axiom 5 there exists a chain [a, b] C X such that R C

[a, A]. Now, since e is the least element of R and R is totally ordered, we may

assume that a = e and thus [a, b] = L(b). Further, if M £M, then M C L(A) and

thus 311 U \L(b)\ is a nest of chains. Hence, R = L(A), and (i) follows. For (ii),

let W be a maximal nest of chains with endpoint e which contains L(a). (We use

the Hausdorff Maximality Principle to obtain %.) We let L(A) be the chain obtained

in the proof of (i). Then b is the required maximal element. Finally, if xQ is a

maximal element, lÁ.xQ) = UW*): x < xni, and thus is a ray. This combined with

the proof of part (ii) implies (iii).

Next we prove two results which will be needed in the sequel.

Lemma 2.22. TA<? pair (X, <) is a complete semilattice, and if 04 AC [x, y],

then inf A £ [x, y].

Proof. Let A be a nonempty subset of X. Then  f]\L(a): a £ A\ = L(aQ) for

some aQ £ X. (This follows from the fact that L(x) is totally ordered for each

x £ X and Axiom 2.) But then aQ = inf A. Now assume that A C [x, y]. Then

x A y < inf A and since [x, y] = [x A y, x] U [x A y, y], it follows that inf A € [x, y].

Lemma 2.23.  If 04 A CX is totally ordered, then A has a supremum in X,

and if, moreover, A C [x, y], then sup A e [x, y].

Proof. Since A is totally ordered, the collection i[e, a]: a £ A] is a nest of
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chains, and so there is a chain le, b] such that A C ljj[e, a]: a £ A] C [e, ¿>].

Now let

B = {x e le, b]: a e A implies a < x|.

Then there is an xQ £ X such that I-ix.) = (lite, xl: x £ Bl, and xQ = sup A. In

proving the second assertion of the lemma, we may assume that x < y. If A C

[x, y], then y is an upper bound of A and so xQ < y. Further, A C [x, y] implies

that x is a lower bound of A, and so x < xQ. Thus x. £ [x, y].

Corollary 2.24. If x <y, then lx, y] is a complete lattice icf. Ward [18, p.

579, Corollary 1.2]).

Next we introduce the notion of a quasi-least upper bound and a notion of

closed for a set A C X.

Definitions. Let A be a nonempty subset of X. Then (i) a point x £ X is a

quasi-least upper bound of A  in X if and only if (a) for all a £ A, x ¿ a and (b)

for all y £ X such that y ■/■ a tot each a e A, y 4-x. (ii) The set A  is closed

below if and only if inf A £ A. (iii) The set A is closed above if and only if A

contains all of its quasi-least upper bounds.

Definition. A set A C X is closed if and only if for all y, z e X with y <z,

inf (A n [y, z]) £ A and sup (A O [y, z]) £ A whenever A n [y, z] 4 0.

Remark. The collection Sc = iX\A: A C X is closed! is a topology on X

which we call the chain topology on X. This topology has many interesting prop-

erties and will be studied in detail in another paper. (See Lemma 2.28 below.)

For now we make some elementary observations. In an arc (see §5), the chain

topology coincides with the usual order topology.  In general, however, the chain

topology is distinct from the topologies usually imposed on partially ordered sets.

For example, consider the closed infinite broom X (Example 120 in [14]). We let

j   consist of the arcs in   X with associated chain topology jA, e be the origin

in X, J E be the Euclidean subspace topology and J , be the interval topology of

O. Frink [4]. (The topology J ( is generated by taking all of the sets  L(x) and

M(x), x £ X, as a subbasis for the closed sets.) Then these three topologies are

related by inclusion as follows:

(The unit disc in the plane is a semitree with exactly the same properties.)

There are even dendrites (hereditarily unicoherent, locally connected, metric

continua) whose topology is strictly contained in the chain topology. To construct

a simple example, erect at l/2n on [0, l] an interval of length 1/2", n = 0, 1, 2, - • •.

Let  Y be the union of [0, l] and the erected intervals.  If we let J  consist of

the arcs in V and let e = 0, then V is a semitree which might be called an infinite

pinched comb. Letting J f, J E and J'    be defined as in our first example, we
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have exactly the same relationship among the topologies as above. However, Y is

in several respects a more interesting example than X. First, the set Y has the

structure of a one dimensional simplicial complex X, and the associated Whitehead

topology Jw is even larger than the chain topology:

(The Whitehead topology is the largest topology which induces the order topology

on each simplex in X.) Second, each of J ,, J E and J c admits a particularly

nice subbasis for the closed sets. A subset A C Y is totally unordered ii and only

if no two distinct elements of A are related under the semitree ordering < with

minimal element e induced on Y by J. If A C Y, then we set L(A) = iy e Y: y < a

fot some a £ A i and  M(A) = iy £ Y: a < y for some a £ A !. If G is a family of

subsets of Y, then J (u) denotes the topology with subbasis for the closed sets

consisting of L(A) and M(A), A £ Q. We now let u. consist of the singletons in

Y, Cf.  consist of CL  and the J ,,-closures of sets of maximal elements in Y and

U2 consist of Uj and the totally unordered subsets of Y. Then J f = J (Cfn), J E =

3(u,) and J c = 3lCL). The first equality is trivial, and the second equality is a

consequence of the main theorem in [10]. The last equality is nontrivial and requires

several technical lemmas regarding the J--.-closed sets in Y.

If (X, 9, <) is a semitree, then (X, <) is Dedekind complete [21], and the

concept of Dedekind closed as defined by Wölk [21] is exactly the same thing as

our concept of closed given above. However, Wolk's definition was made in an

arbitrary partially ordered set.

Lemma 2.25. If 04 A C X is chainable and closed, then A  is closed above

and below.

Proof. Suppose that A  is chainable and closed, and let aQ = inf A. If a £ A,

then A n [aQ, a] = A' 4 0- We claim that an = inf A'. To prove the claim, set a »

inf A' and observe that aQ < a . Also a   £ A since A is closed. We prove that

a' is a lower bound for A. Let A £ A. By Lemma 2.19 (i) and the fact that A is

chainable, a' A A £ A. But aQ<a  A A < a  < a since a» < a , A. Thus a A A e"A ,

and as a consequence a  < a  A A < A. Since aQ = inf A, aQ = a   e A. Thus A is

closed below. Next let aQ be a quasi-least upper bound of A. Then A n [e, an] ¡¿

¡S; otherwise there would be an x, e < x < aQ, such that x ^ a for all a £ A. Fur-

ther, sup A O [e, a»] = an since A is chainable, and hence, «0 6 A. Thus A is

closed above.

Lemma 2.26. // A  ¿s a nonempty, chainable subset of X which is closed

above and below, then A  is closed.

Proof. Let a. = inf A. Then an £ A since A is closed below. Now let A   =
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A n lx, yj 4 0 where x < y, and let a  = inf A . Then there exists an a € A   such

that a  <a and so aQ, a   £ L(a). If a  < a., then either a  = aQ or we contradict

the fact that a  = inf A . Thus aQ <a < a and so a   £ [a0> a] C A since A is

chainable. Next let bQ = sup A , and let le, b.] be a ray which contains laQ, bQ].

Now set

b2 = infix £ L(bx): a<x    for all a £ A D Libjl.

Then either there exists a £ A such that è, < a or else i>- is a quasi-least upper

bound of A and hence, è, £A. In either case laQ, bA C A, and so bQ e A and A

is closed.

Corollary 2.27. // A  ¿s nonempty and chainable, then A  is closed if and only

if A  is closed above and below.

A partial order ^ on a topological space (V, J ) is said to be semicontinuous

if and only if L(y) = {z £ Y: z -< y Î and M(y) = |z £ V: y ^< z] ate J-closed for

each y € Y. Evidently this is equivalent to requiring that J   contain the interval

topology J . of O. Frink [4].

Lemma 2.28. The following hold:

(i) Both 0 and X are closed.

(ii) If x <y, then lx, y] is closed.

(iii) The partial order < is semicontinuous.

(iv) The intersection of closed sets is closed.

(v) The union of a finite number of closed sets is closed.

(vi) Each P £ j   is closed.

(vii) The set X\(/W(x)\ixi) is chainable and closed for each x £ X.

Proof. Statement (i) follows immediately from the definition and Lemmas 2.22

and 2.23. Statement (ii) follows from Lemmas 2.22 and 2.23 and the fact that

lx, y] is totally ordered when x < y. For (iii) note that (ii) implies that L(x) is

closed for each x. Thus suppose that A = M(x) O [y> z] 4= 0, where y < z. Then x

is a lower bound for A and so inf A £ M(x), and clearly x < sup A. Hence, (iii)

follows. Now let C be a collection of closed sets, and let C = Ç\Ç.. Let A =

C n [ï, y] / 0 where x < y, and let a. = inf A and ¿>0 = sup A. Then A = C O

[a-, £>0L and if C' £ (E, then A C C O [a., è_] since C C C*. Further,

a.0 < inf (C' O [aQ, £>n])< inf A = aQ    and    bQ = supA < sup(C* n [aQ, èQ]) < b0.

Thus since C' is closed aQ, &0 £ C' for all C' € C, and so a., b^eC and C is

closed. For (v) let A j, A2 be closed and let B = iA.\j AA) n lx, y] where x < y

and B ^ 0. Let /3Q = inf B and a. = inf (A¿ D [x, y]), t = 1, 2. (if A.n [x, y] = 0
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for i = 1  or 2, we are done since then B = A . n [x, y] for / 4 »'.) We claim that

AQ = ax or AQ = a2. For suppose AQ ̂  aj. Then AQ < a., and so AQ =

inf ([x, aj] nA2) = a2. Thus, since A} and A2 are closed, A. eA. or A. £/!,.

A similar argument shows that sup B e A. U A2. Hence, A. U A2 is closed.

Then (v) follows by induction.

If P £j, then P = [x, y] = [x A y, x] (j [x A y, y], and so (vi) follows from

(ii) and (v).

Finally, let x £ X and suppose that y, z 4 M(x)\ix!. Then

([y A z, y] U [y A 2, z]) O (M(x)\ix¡) = 0

and x\(M(x)\ixJ) ¡s chainable. Next let

A = (X\(/M(x)\ix!)) n [y, zU 0    where y < z.

Then x 5¿ inf A and x 5¿ sup A  since a £ A  implies that x ■/. a. Thus X\(zM(x)\fxl)

is closed.

The final lemma we need on the structure of the triple (X, J, <) is a very

important separation property.

Lemma 2.29. // A is chainable, and if A meets both M(x) and X\M(x), then

x £ A.

Proof. Let ax £A O ¡M(x) and a2 £ A O (x\/M(x)). By Lemma 2.19,

[a,, a2] = [flj A a2, ax] U [ax A a2, a2].

Further, a. A a2, x e L(a.) and since a2 ^ M(x), it follows that a. A a2 < x < a,,

and so x £ [a, A a2, a.]. Thus x £ [a,, a-] C A.

3. The axioms on J. In this section we give the three axioms needed on the

family J and develop some properties resulting from these axioms. In the follow-

ing we shall assume that Axioms 1—6 hold.

Axiom 7. If x < y, then F([x, y]) is chainable for all F £j.

Remark. It is easy to show that Axiom 7 is equivalent to: F(P) is chainable

for all P e ÍP and Pel (This uses Axiom 4.) Also an immediate result of Axiom

7 is that F(x) is chainable for each x £ X and F e3\ That is, each F £<S is

point chainable.

Axiom 8. For all F £<S and for all x £ X, F(x) is closed. That is, F is

point closed for all F £3.

Lemma 3.1. For all F £ ? azi^ for all x £ X, F(x) is closed above and below.

Proof. By Axiom 8, F(x) is closed, and hence, closed above and below by

Lemma 2.25 for all F £ î, x £ X.
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Lemma 3.2. For each F £ j and for all x, y, z € X such that A = Fix) PI

ty» z] 4 0 we have

(i) // A C [y A z, y], then inf A = a^ £ F(x), sup A = «2 £ Fix), and A -

[a,, a»] is an ordered chain.

(ii) // y ABzi z are bo/ comparable, and if

Fix) niyAz,y]¿0¿ F(x) n (y A z, z],

rèeB y A z = inf A £ F(x). Further, the quasi-least upper bounds of A,

s = sup (F(x) n [y A z, y])   ana*   í = sup (F(x) n [y A z, z]),

are contained in F(x). In this case A = Is, t] is an unordered chain.

Proof. Both parts follow from the definition of chainable sets and closed sets.

Axiom 9. For all F e'S either (a) F"  (x) is chainable or (b) F~ (x) is

closed for all x £ X.

Examples have been found which show that Axioms 1—9 are independent.

Moreover, each of Axioms 1—9 is necessary in the sense that no one axiom can be

omitted and still have (X, J, j) a fixed point structure under the remaining eight

axioms [8].

We now prove a key lemma. This lemma uses Axioms 1—8 in its proof.

Lemma 3.3. If F e'S has no fixed points, then (a) if e < y < x implies that

F(y) C zM(y), then F(x) C M(x) and (b) there exists an xQ £ X which is maximal

with respect to e < y < xQ implies Fiy) C zVl(y).

Proof, (a) Suppose that Fix) </. Mix). Then there is a z £ Fix)\Mix), and

hence, x A z < x. Thus ix A z, x) 4 0. If y £ (x A z, x), then F(y) C M(y) and so

F(ly, x]) meets both M(y) and X\zVI(y) (z £ F(x) and z 4 M(y) since x Az<y<x).

Therefore y £ F([y, x]) by Axiom 7 and Lemma 2.29. But if y   £ [y, x), then

F(y') C M(y') and so y 4 F(y'). Thus y £ F(x). This shows that (x A z, x) C F(x).

But then Axiom 8 and Lemma 3.2 imply that x = sup(F(x) O [x A z, x]) £ Fix),

contrary to the assumption that F has no fixed point. Hence, F(x) C Mix).

(b) Let

S = j[e, x]: e < y < x    implies F(y) C M(y)i.

Since F(e) C M(e) = X and since (el = [e, e], o is nonempty. Partially order S

by inclusion, and let K be a nest in o. Then U ÎI is totally ordered in X, and

hence, sup U Ti = x exists in X by Lemma 2.23. Then [e, x] is an upper bound

for TL since [e, x] € S follows from part (a). Hence, by Zorn's lemma, § contains

a maximal element. If le, xQ] is maximal in §, then x0 is maximal in X with

respect to e < y < xQ implies Fiy) C Miy).
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4. The main theorem. We are now ready to prove our main theorem. Before

proceeding we shall reiterate our standing hypotheses. We are considering the

triple (X, j , j) where X is a nonempty set, 9 is a nonempty collection of sub-

sets of X and J isa nonempty family of multifunctions on X into X. In addition

we are assuming that Axioms 1—9 hold. Then (X, 9, ÍF) is a fixed point structure

in case each F £J has a fixed point.

Theorem 4.1. The triple (X, 9, j) is a fixed point structure.

Proof. Suppose that there exists an Fej which does not have a fixed point,

and let xQ be a maximal element of X with respect to e < y < x. implies F(y) C

My) (xQ exists by Lemma 3-3). Let Xj =inf F(xQ). By Lemma 3.2, x. £ Fix A,

and since FixA C M(xn)\ixn!, x. < x.. Choose z, £ (x0, x,).

(1) Claim. If xn < z < Zj, then there is a y £ (x., z) such that z. £ F(y); i.e.

(xQ, z) D F~ (zj) 4 0- To establish the claim note that there is an x £ (xn, z)

such that F(x) <t M(x) tot otherwise the maximality of xQ is contradicted. Further,

M(jZj) C M(x) and so F([x0, x]) meets both zM(z.) and its complement. Then by

Lemma 2.29, there is a y £ [xQ, x] such that z. £ F(y), and the claim is established

since zx £ F(xQ) contradicts z, < x, = inf Fix A.

We now have to consider two possibilities.

(2) The first of these is that F~  izA is closed. But then by (1)

x0 = inf([x0, «j]n F~1(ir1))e F~1(zj).

That is z, £ FixA, which is a contradiction.

(3) Next suppose that F~ (z.) is chainable. Then (1) shows that there is a

y e (xQ, Zj) such that (xQ, y] C F~ 1(zJ). That is, for all x, xQ < x < y, Zj e Fix)

which implies that Fix) O zM(x) 4 0. But then Fix) C zW(x) since by assumption

x ^ F(x) for all x e X. Thus [e, y] £ S (see the proof of Lemma 3.3(b)) and

xQ < y. This is also a contradiction.

In both of the above cases, we were led to a contradiction. Thus each F £j

must have a fixed point.

5. Some fixed point structures and applications. In this section we describe

three fixed point structures whose origins lie in three quite different mathematical

structures. In each case we derive, as applications, fixed point theorems some of

which are new and some of which are known theorems.

Example 1. Let X be an arcwise connected topological space in which every

nest of arcs is contained in an arc. (In this example an arc is a compact, connected,

Hausdorff space with exactly two noncutpoints called the endpoints, and an arc

need not be separable.) Then set 9 = {A C X: A is an arc}. (Here {x! is considered

to be an arc with endpoints x, x.) First observe that X is acyclic [7] and in fact
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X has unique arcs. Then it is easy to see that Axioms 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are satis-

fied. For example, Axiom 5 is implied by the hypothesis that each nest of arcs is

contained in an arc. For Axiom 2 let J. C 9 and let PQ ¿9-, Set 9. = {PQ (~\P:

P e £PQ Ï. Then II 9Q = \\ 9X, but D Tj is the intersection of arcs in an arc and

so is either empty or an arc.

Now let J   be the collection of point closed multifunctions on X into X such

that if F £ S, then F(P) is arcwise connected for each P e9 and F~ (x) is

either chainable or closed for each x £ X. That is, J is a family of multifunctions

which satisfies Axioms 7, 8 and 9. (Observe that the topology on X defined in

§2 is larger than the given topology on X.) Note that by a result of J. K. Harris

[5], J   contains the single-valued, continuous functions. It now follows that Axioms

1—9 are consistent. Then (X, 9, j) is a fixed point structure by Theorem 4.1.

We now obtain a number of corollaries to this result. First, the theorem of

Wallace [l6]:

Corollary 5.1. Each u.s.c, continuum-valued multifunction on a tree into it-

self has a fixed point.

We also get Ward's [20] generalization of Wallace's theorem.  The hypothesis

of hereditary decomposability in Ward's theorem [20] was recently shown to be

redundant by David P. Bellamy [2] who proved that an arcwise connected, Hausdorff

continuum is decomposable. Results of Harris [5] and Ward [19] then apply to yield

the following corollary.

Corollary 5.2. // X is an arcwise connected, hereditarily unicoherent, Hausdorff

continuum, then every u.s.c, continuum-valued multifunction F: X —» X has a

fixed point.

Next we obtain a theorem of Smithson [9].

Corollary 5.3. // X is a tree, then each point closed, connected, monotone

multifunction on X into X has a fixed point.

We also have the following new result.

Corollary 5.4. Let X be an arcwise connected, hereditarily unicoherent,

Hausdorff continuum. If F: X —► X preserves continua and if F~ (x) is either

closed or arcwise connected for each x £ X, then F has a fixed point.

Finally, we have Smithson's [12] generalization of a theorem of Young-Mohler

[22], [7].

Corollary 5.5. Let X be an arcwise connected space in which every nest of

arcs is contained in an arc. If F: X —► X is point closed, maps arcs onto arcwise

connected sets, and if F~ 1ix) is either closed or arcwise connected for each

x £ X, then F has a fixed point.
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Example 2. Let (X, <) be a partially ordered set such that:

(a) There is a least element e £ X.

(b) The partial order < is order dense.

(c) If 04 A C X, then inf A exists in X.

(d) Fach nonempty, totally ordered subset of X has a supremum in X.

(e) For each x e X, L(x) is totally ordered.

We state (a) merely to be explicit; in fact, (c) implies (a). Now suppose that

a < A, set [a, A] = ix £ X: a < x < b\. Then from (e) we get

Lemma 5.6. If a <b, then the set [a, b] is totally ordered.

Then from Lemma 5.6 we get

Lemma 5.7. // a < x < A, then [a, A] = [a, x] U [x, A].

Now if a and b are not comparable, then set [a, A] = [a A A, a] U [a A A, A].

Let 9 be the collection of all sets [a, b] tot a, A £ X.

Now Axioms 1 and 3 are immediate, and Axiom 5 follows from (d) and Lemma

5.6. Axiom 2 follows from Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 by using the same technique as in

Example 1. Axiom 4 also follows from Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 and Axiom 6 is (b).

(Conversely, observe that any semitree (X, f, <) satisfies (a)—(e).)

Since (X, 9) satisfies Axioms 1—6, we have the notion of closed set as

defined in §2. Thus let J be the set of multifunctions on X into X which satisfy

Axioms 7, 8 and 9. Then (X, 9, J) is a fixed point structure by Theorem 4.1. We

now state a new fixed point theorem for partially ordered sets.

Theorem 5.8. Let (X, <) be a partially ordered set which satisfies conditions

(a)—(e). Let   F: X —» X be a multifunction such that F([a, b]) and F~  (x) are

chainable for all a, b, x £ X. If, in addition, the quasi-least upper bounds and the

infimum of F(x) are contained in F(x) for all x £ X, then   F has a fixed point.

In Theorem 5.8, the sets [a, b] ate as defined above, and the terms chainable

and quasi-least upper bound are as used before.

Remark. Suppose that /: X —► X is order preserving. Then /~ (x) need not

be chainable or closed. Hence, we cannot derive a theorem regarding isotone maps

from Theorem 4.1. However, from previous work on isotone maps, a theorem analo-

gous to Theorem 4.1 can be obtained by replacing Axioms 7—9 by an axiom requir-

ing that each function be isotone or more generally by the two conditions in [ill.

But then we do not need the acyclicity or order density inherent in Axioms 1—6,

and so some modifications of these are indicated. This will be done in §6 where

we will get Tarski's  theorem [15] as a corollary.

Example 3. Let V be a real vector space, and let e £ V. A line L through e

is a set L = e + U where U is a one dimensional linear subspace of V. A closed
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line segment is a set

[xj, x2] = ¡x £ V:x = AXj + (1 - A)x2, 0< A< l\.

A subset X of V is star-shaped relative to e £ X in case [e, x] C X for all

x £ X, and X is a closed star at e in case e € X and each line L through e

intersects X in a closed line segment.

Observe that if X is a closed star at e, then X is star-shaped relative to e.

Now let X be a closed star at e and let x, y £ X. Redefine the symbol [x, y]

as follows: If x, y ate not in a line through e, then [x, y] = le, x] U le, y] where

le, x] and le, y] ate the closed line segments as defined above. If x, y ate in a

line through e, then [x, y] is the line segment from x to y. Now f = ![x, y]: x,

y eXi.

It is easy to prove Lemmas 2.7, 2.13 and 2.17 directly in the present setting

by using the vector space structure. Axioms 1 and 3 follow from the definition of

J , and Axiom 6 follows from the definition of line segments. Axiom 2 is obtained

by observing that a member of J is either a line segment or the union of two line

segments with a common endpoint, and the intersection of such sets is one of

these kinds of sets. Axiom 5 follows by first considering nests of segments with

one endpoint e and then extending the argument to the general case. Finally,

Axiom 4 is verified by a routine consideration of the possible cases.

Next let J  be the set of multifunctions on X into X which satisfy Axioms

7, 8 and 9. Then (X, 9, j) is a fixed point structure by Theorem 4.1. We restate

this in the following two corollaries. In these we use the term order closed to

mean closed in the sense of §2.

Corollary 5.9. Let X be a closed star at e. If Filx, y]) is chainable for each

lx, y] £ 9, if Fix) is order closed for all x € X and if F~ ix) is either chainable

or order closed for all x £ X, then F has a fixed point.

Corollary 5.10. Let X be a compact, convex subset of a Hausdorff, real topo-

logical vector space, and let e £ X. Then X is a closed star at e, and if F: X —» X

satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 5.9 (chains defined relative to e), then F

has a fixed point.

Remark. A closed star in a topological vector space need not be either topo-

logically closed or compact, and the conditions placed on the multifunctions do

not imply continuity. In the case of a one dimensional line segment, we get the

Kakutani [6] (and Brouwer) theorem by taking e to be one of the endpoints. Un-

fortunately, this does not work in two (or higher) dimensional spaces. In one sense

Corollary 5.10 is more general than the Kakutani theorem, because the multifunc-

tion need not be continuous. However, the problem of obtaining the Kakutani

theorem and its generalizations as a fixed point structure is still unsolved.
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It should also be possible to generalize Corollary 5.9 to a set X that is the

union of a family of closed stars suitably linked by closed line segments in much

the way a tree is constructed. But we will not do this.

6. Some alternate fixed point structures. In this section we obtain two alter-

nate fixed point structures by using some or all of Axioms 1—6 with replacements

for Axioms 7—9. We also present several applications of these structures.

For the first different structure, let (X, 9) satisfy Axioms 1—6 and let < be

the partial order with least element e as defined in §2. Recall that closed sets

were also defined in §2 and that Lemma 2.28 showed that the collection of closed

sets formed the closed sets of a topology which we called the chain topology and

denoted by J c. We now give two alternate axioms on the collection j of multi-

functions.

Axiom 10. For each F £ J  and each x e X, F(x) is chainable.

Axiom 11. Each F e ? is l.s.c. with respect to the chain topology Jc.

Now assume that (X, 9, j) satisfies Axioms 1—6 and Axioms 10—11. We

shall need the following lemma which parallels Lemma 3-3 in the present setting.

Lemma 6.1. Suppose that F £j. If e < y < x implies that F(y) C M(y), then

F(x) C M(x). Further, there exists an x. £ X which is maximal with respect to

y £ L(x0) implies F(y) C M(y).

Proof. Suppose there exists z £ F(x)\M(x). Then x.A z = z <x. Thus choose

/ £ (z', x), and note that t ¿ z. Therefore z £ (X\zM(/)) O F(x), and so, since F

is l.s.c, there is an open set V, x £ V, such that F(y) n (X\zVI(i)) 4 0 fot all

y £V. Now set U = (M(t)\\t}) D V. (Note that M(fj\i/! is open by Lemma 2.28

(vii).) Further, the definition of J c implies that there exists y £ U such that

y < x. Then F(y) C M(y) by hypothesis, but F(y) n (X\M(t)) 4 0 (from the con-

struction of U) which is a contradiction since M(y) C M(t). Thus F(x) C M(x).

To prove the last statement, use the Hausdorff Maximality Principle (or

Zorn's lemma) and the first statement.

Theorem 6.2. TAe triple (X, 9, ?) is a fixed point structure.

Proof. Let F e ? and let xQ £ X be maximal with respect to e < y < xQ

implies F(y) C M(y). Now let z e F(xQ) and let t £ (xQ, z). (If z ■ xQ, we are

done.) Since F is l.s.c, there exists an open set V such that xQ £ V and F(x)

O (M(/)\iii) 4 0 for all x £ V. Now from the definition of 3c, we obtain a t' £ V

such that xQ < /' < t and [xn, t'] C V. Then by the maximality of xQ, there exists

aye (xQ, r') such that F(y) £ M(y). But y £ V; hence, F(y) D M(t) 4 0 and M(t)

C zM(y). Thus F(y) meets both M(y) and its complement. Finally, since F(y) is

chainable, y £ F(y) by Lemma 2.29, and we have a fixed point.

A corollary of the proof of Theorem 6.2 which proves to be useful is the following:
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Corollary 6.3. Let 'S be another topology for X such that X \Mit) and

Mit)\{t] are S open sets for each t £ X. // F: (X, Sc) -* (X, 3") is l.s.c. and

point chainable, then F has a fixed point.

Now if (X, J ) is a tree„then (X, 9) satisfies Axioms 1—6 where 9 is the

set of arcs in X. (This follows from Ward's characterization of a tree [17].) Fur-

ther, it can be shown that J C J c, and hence, the identity map i: (X, SA) —►

(X, 3) is continuous. Thus if F: (X, 3) —► (X, 3) is l.s.c. and point chainable,

so is F ° i: (X, J c) —» (X, 3). Thus by Corollary 6.3 we get the following theorem

of Smithson [12].

Corollary 6.4. If X is a tree and if F: X —► X is a l.s.c. multifunction such

that F(x) is arcwise connected for each x £ X, then F has a fixed point.

Finally, we get the following new result as a corollary of Theorem 6.2.

Corollary 6.5. Let ÍX, 3) be an arcwise connected space in which each nest

of arcs is contained in an arc. If J = J c, if F: X —» X is l.s.c. and if F(x) is

arcwise connected for each x £ X, then F has a fixed point.

For the next fixed point structure, we shall assume that (X, <) is a partially

ordered set with least element e, and we shall use a modification of Axiom 5

together with two new axioms on the set of multifunctions j .

Axiom 5s. Each nonempty, totally ordered subset of X has a supremum in X.

Observe that Axiom 5s is merely condition (d) in Example 2 of §5. Moreover,

Axiom 5s is actually equivalent to Axiom 5 if one assumes the remaining five

axioms defining a semitree.

Axiom 12. Let Xj < x2 £ X, and let F £ S. If yj £ Fix.), then there exists

a y2 £ F(x2) such that y, < y2.

Axiom 13. Let F ej and let C be a totally ordered subset of X. Suppose

there is an isotone single-valued function g: C —* X such that g(x) £ F(x) for all

x £ C. If x. = sup C, then there exists yQ £ FixA) such that g(x) < y. for all x £ C.

We interpret Axioms 12—13 to mean that the given conditions hold for all

P eS. Note that every isotone single-valued function satisfies both Axioms 12

and 13.

Now let (X, j) satisfy Axioms 5s, 12, and 13. Then by Theorem 1.1 in [ll]

(which generalizes a theorem of Abian and Brown [l]), we have

Theorem 6.6. Every F ej has a fixed point.

Now Theorem 6.6 is nothing but a variant of Theorem 1.1 in [ll]. Furthermore,

the chains in X do not explicitly appear in Theorem 6.6. For these reasons, we

now wish to give a modification of the above structure on X that is more in line

with the semitree structure developed in §2 of this paper. This modification will

none the less have fixed point theorems of Ward [18] and Tarski [15] as corollaries.
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Explicitly, we assume that (X, 9) is subject to Axiom 3 and the following

modifications of Axioms 1, 2 and 5 where e is some fixed point of X.

Axiom 1 . For each x, y £ X, there is a unique minimal element [x, y] of 9

containing x and y. (See Lemma 2.1.)

Axiom 2'. If 90 = }[e, Aj: a £ T\ C 9, then there is a A £ X such that

H 90 = [e, A].

Axiom 5'. If 9Q = ¡[e, A J: a £ T! C 9 is a nest, then there is a A £ X such

that   UV [<?.*]•
Remarks. Axioms 5 and 5   are equivalent when one assumes the remaining

five axioms defining a semitree. Also Axiom 1 and Axiom 1   are equivalent and

Axiom 2 implies Axiom 2* under similar assumptions as we have seen in §2. Now

Axioms 1 , 2   and 3 are all that are necessary to define the partial order < with

least element e in §2. However, an example has been constructed which satisfies

Axioms 1, 2, 3 and 5 (or 5 ), but not 2   or 4, and this example contains a totally

ordered subset with no supremum. Furthermore, a simple modification of this

example shows that Axioms 1, 2, 2 , 3 and 5 do not in themselves imply that totally

ordered sets have supremums. This is the reason for introducing Axiom 5   as well

as Axiom 2 .

Now assume that (X, 9, ?) satisfies Axioms l', 2 , 3, 5 , 12 and 13. Further,

assume that < is the partial order with least element e as defined in §2. We now

have the required property.

Lemma 6.7. // 04 A C X z's totally ordered, then A has a supremum in X.

Proof. Let 9Q = {[e, a]: a £ A\. Then, by Axiom 5*, there is a A e X such

that A C \J90 C [e, A]. Thus let S = \[e, z]: A C [e, z]\. Then, by Axiom 2',

there is an xQ e X such that   flS = [e, x0], and xn = sup A. (See the proof of

Lemma 2.23.)

The following theorem is then a corollary of Lemma 6.7 and Theorem 6.6. We

could of course prove this theorem directly without dependence on Theorem 6.6.

Theorem 6.8. The triple (X, 9, Î) is a fixed point structure.

Example. Let (X, <) be a partially ordered set which is a complete semilat-

tice with least element e and in which each totally ordered set has a supremum.

We define the elements of 9 as in Example 2 of §5. Routine calculations show

that Axioms 1 , 2', 3 and 5   are satisfied. In fact, the converse is true; namely,

if (X, 9) satisfies Axioms I , 2*, 3 and 5*, then there is a partial order < such

that (X, <) ¡s a complete semilattice and each totally ordered set has a supremum

(Lemma 6.7). But observe that (X, <) need not satisfy Axioms 2, 4, 5 or 6 in any

event, so that one sees how semitrees and complete lattices fit into the present

scheme. Now let ? be the class of multifunctions defined by Axioms 12 and 13.

Then, by Theorem 6.8, each F £ 3" has a fixed point. Three corollaries are immediate.
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Corollary 6.9. (Ward [18].) Let (X, <) be a semilattice and let f : X -+ X be

an isotone function. If X is compact in the interval topology [4] generated by

taking all of the sets L(x) and Mix), x £ X, as a subbasis for the closed sets,

then f has a fixed point.

Proof. Since X is compact in the interval topology and L(x) is closed for

each x eX, L(x) is compact for each x £ X. Thus by Theorem 1 of [18], (X, <)

is a complete semilattice. Then Axiom 5s follows by a standard compactness argu-

ment. So we apply the above example.

Corollary 6.10. (Tarski [15].) If f : X —, X is an isotone function on a com-

plete lattice into itself, then f has a fixed point.

Corollary 6.11.  // (X, 9, <) is a semitree or if (X, <) is a complete lattice,

and if F is a multifunction on X into itself satisfying Axioms 12 and 13, then F

has a fixed point.

The fixed point structures of Theorems 6.6 and 6.8 can be characterized in

semilattices.

Theorem 6.12.  Let (X, <) be a semilattice with least element e and let 9, S

be defined as before. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) The triple (X, 9, 3") is a fixed point structure.

(ii) Every isotone function f:X —iX has a fixed point.

(iii) Every nonempty, totally ordered subset of X has a supremum in X; i.e.

the pair (X, <) satisfies Axiom 5s.

Proof.  The missing step is (ii) implies (iii), and this was proved by Smithson [13].

In a complete semilattice, two additional necessary and sufficient conditions

are available.

Theorem 6.13.  Let (X, <) be a complete semilattice with least element e

and let J, J  be defined as before. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) The triple (X, 9, j) is a fixed point structure.

(ii) Every isotone function f:X —, X has a fixed point.

(iii) X is compact in the interval topology.

(iv) The pair (X, j) satisfies Axiom 5 .

(v) The pair (X, <) satisfies Axiom 5s.

Proof.  Obviously (i) implies (ii) since / £ 3". Ward's proof [l7] that (ii) implies

(¡ii) is sufficient in the present setting. Conditions (iv) and (v) were shown to be

equivalent in the last example, and (iii) implies (v) was shown in the proof of

Corollary 6.9. Finally, Smithson [11] proved that (v) implies (i) (Theorem 6.6).

Remarks. Ward [18] stated the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) in an arbitrary semi-

lattice. An example shows that completeness is necessary in Theorem 6.13. Let
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X = [0, l] U (a, b\ with the usual ordering on [0, l] and with 0 < a, A < x for all

x e (0, 1], Then (X, <) is a noncomplete semilattice with least element 0 satisfy-

ing Axiom 5s. Therefore (i) and (ii) hold, but (X, <) is not compact in the interval

topology since, for example, M(a) O zM(A) is not compact in the interval topology.

If we turn (X, <) upside down (i.e. consider (X, >)), we obtain an example showing

the necessity of the semilattice structure in Theorem 6.12.
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